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Discussion topics

• Definitions and types of marks
• Benefits of federal registration
• Selecting a mark
• Federal registration process
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Definitions and types of marks
Discussion topic



What is a trademark?

• Legal protection for a brand
• Word, phrase, design, or combination that:

– Identifies the source of goods and services
– Distinguishes them from the goods and services 

of another party
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Traditional types of marks

• Common source identifiers:
– Brand names
– Slogans
– Logos

IT’S THE 
REAL THING
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The process for protecting a slogan is the same as a word mark---a slogan simply being more words put together. Note, however, that slogans are often not registrable. If used, for example, on the front of a t-shirt, then it is considered merely ornamental display, rather than as a source identifier.COCA-COLA (stylized): U.S. Registration No. 0238146IT’S THE REAL THING: U.S. Registration No. 2908803ALWAYS COCA-COLA: U.S. Registration No. 1867757



Non-traditional types of marks

• Anything that functions as a source 
identifier might be eligible for registration.
– Sound
– Color
– Scent/smell

– Motion
– Hologram
– Configuration/shape
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Examples:Sound: Chimes (NBC); Lion roaring at the beginning of a movie (MGM)Color: pink for insulation (Owens Corning); brown truck (UPS)Scent/smell: Play-DohMotion: Robot running through a field (Bad Robot)Hologram: Stickers on trading cards (Upper Deck)Configuration/shape: Coca-Cola bottle; Weber grill; Volkswagen Beetle carOwens Corning pink insulation: Registration No. 1439132Upper Deck hologram: Registration No. 2619227Coca-Cola bottle: Registration No. 1057884



Definitions

• Patent
– Protects an invention.

• Copyright
– Protects an original artistic or literary creation.

• Trade secret
– Protects information that has value because it is 

not generally known.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All of these---trademarks, patents, copyrights, and trade secrets are considered “intellectual” property, that is, products of the human mind. Contrasted with land and buildings, which are considered to be “real” property.Note that copyrights are handled by the U.S. Copyright Office (part of the Library of Congress), not the USPTO.Vacuum cleaner examplePatent – protects vacuum cleaner inventionTrademark – protects brand name of new vacuum cleanerCopyright – protects TV commercial, advertising jingle, owner’s manualTrade secretProtects information that has either actual or potential independent economic value by virtue of not being generally known.Trade secret examples:Coca-Cola formulaKFC recipeMrs. Field’s cookie recipeListerineWD-40



Different purposes, different results

• Domain name trademark registration

• Trade name trademark registration
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Domain name vs. trademark use

https://lowrates.com10

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LOWRATES.COM: U.S. Registration No. 6181903

https://lowrates.com/


Trade name vs. trademark use
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Trade name, business name, company name, DBA – typically all refer to the same thing.It’s the name you use when registering to do business in a particular jurisdiction (often your state).PHILLY’S BEST STEAK COMPANY, INC.: U.S. Registration No. 4728626



Benefits of federal registration
Discussion topic



Trademark rights

• Rights can be created two ways:
– Common law
– Federal registration
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Common law trademark rights

• Rights
– Created when trademark is used in commerce
– Limited to geographic area where mark is used

• Symbols
– Optional: TM  SM
– Never: ®
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Registration not required. It is your choice as a business owner.In the U.S., first user will always have superior rights under common law, even over registration rights.But what is impact of website/internet use? Arguably, if it can be shown that, for example, evidence exists that through the website there are sales in a range of states, rather than simply a purely local website for a local business, then the common law reach here would be broader.



Federal registration rights

• Rights
– Created when trademark registers with the 

USPTO
– Legal presumption you own the trademark
– Legal presumption you have the right to use the 

trademark in all 50 states and U.S. territories (but 
not other countries)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A federal registration through the USPTO does not give any presumptions related to use or ownership in other countries.Registration rights in another country arise only through the Trademark Office of that specific country.



Federal registration rights

• Rights
– Can claim notice to the public of your rights in 

the trademark.
– Can bring legal action concerning trademark in 

federal court.
– Enables recordation of registration with          

U.S. Customs and Border Protection.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Notice is implied (called “constructive notice”) by publishing your mark in the Official Gazette.Your mark is also listed in the USPTO database, which makes the public aware of your claim of ownership in the mark.Recordation with U.S. Customs and Border Protection (US CBP) is a critical step in helping to stop infringing products from coming into the United States.Without a recorded registration certification, US CBP is powerless to stop the importation of even the most obvious of counterfeit goods. 



Federal registration rights

• Rights
– Can be used as a basis for filing in another 

country.
• Symbols

– Permitted: ® 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Through the international agreement known as the Madrid Protocol, a U.S. registration can be used to support a filling for an extension of protection to another country. The filing itself is processed through the World Intellectual Property Office, which then sends a copy of an application to any designated country. After that, the application is handled by the domestic trademark office of the specific country. For more information, search “Madrid Protocol” from the front page of the USPTO website (www.uspto.gov).Your choice whether to try and register.Might decide to do because:Want to prevent competitors from using itSpent a lot of time creating itAssociated with a large product launchWant to show investors you’re taking IP seriously



Selecting a mark
Discussion topic



Trademark selection challenges

• Remember:
– The mission of the USPTO is to register any 

trademark that is eligible for registration.
– Not every trademark is registrable.
– Not every trademark is enforceable.
– Select a trademark that is both federally 

registrable and legally protectable.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You are not “buying” a mark, only “applying” to seek federal registration, with no guarantee. Your goal is to select a mark that is both federally registrable and legally protectable. You want to be able to register it with the USPTO and be able to enforce that registration against competitors.Remember, as discussed earlier, common law rights may mean that any rights normally associated with a registered mark simply are not enforceable.The earlier user of the mark will always have superior rights, even above registration rights.Filing fees are not refundable.



Registrable and protectable

Two main concepts:
• Likelihood of confusion
• Strength of the trademark
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Likelihood of confusion

• Confusion as to source:
– Are the trademarks confusingly similar?
and
– Are the goods and/or services related?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The statutory basis for refusing to register any mark where a likelihood of confusion exists is Section 2(d) of the Trademark Act.Marks are similar.Look alike; sound alike; have similar meanings; and/or create similar commercial impressions.Goods and services are related.Consumers mistakenly believe the goods and services come from the same source.Identical trademarks may co-exist in the marketplace if the goods and/or services are not related.BE AWARE: The fact that goods and services are in different classes does not overcome likelihood of confusion. The refusal is based on evidence, not classes.DOVE for “soap” and DOVE for “ice cream bar”DELTA for “faucets” and DELTA for “air transportation services”



Likelihood of confusion

X-SEED for “agricultural seeds”

EXCEED for “live plants”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Although these marks do not look the same, they are confusingly similar because they sound the same, i.e., they are phonetically equivalent. And because agricultural seeds and live plants could be sold in the same store, the goods are related. Therefore, overall, there is a likelihood of confusion.



Trademark clearance search

• Basic clearance search:
– USPTO database

• TESS (Trademark Electronic Search System)
• www.uspto.gov/SearchTrademarks

– The internet
• Option for searching for common law use
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TESS is free to search and is a available 24/7, unless maintenance activity is being performed.A reminder that the USPTO database consists only of information related to registrations and applications. It will not display any marks for which only common law rights exists. This is why the internet must also be searched, using the same analysis; i.e., is any party using a similar mark for related goods and/or services. If a “hit” is uncovered, then more research is needed to determine which party used the mark first. The earlier user will always have superior rights.Note that in the USPTO database a status indicator appears, either “live” or “dead.” Under the trademark statute, only a “live” registration will be used as a basis for refusal. However, it is important to determine whether, although “dead” within the USPTO database, whether the party is still using the mark, and therefore able to claim common law rights. E.g., it is possible that the mark was canceled simply because a USPTO filing deadline was inadvertently missed.

http://www.uspto.gov/searchtrademarks


Trademark clearance search

• Full clearance search:
– USPTO database of registrations and applications
– State trademark databases
– Business name registries
– Foreign trademark databases
– The internet
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can also hire a search firm, but be aware that the search firm will only give you results. It will not help you analyze them. You will then need to go through the results on your own to determine if there is a likelihood of confusion.



Strength of trademark
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Strength of trademark examples

• Fanciful
– XEROX for “photocopiers”
– KODAK for “cameras”

• Arbitrary
– APPLE for “computers”
– GAP for “clothing”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Fanciful:XEROX: U.S. Registration No. 3719198KODAK: U.S. Registration No. 5254240Arbitrary:APPLE: U.S. Registration No.1078312GAP: U.S. Registration No. 1129294



Strength of trademark examples

• Suggestive
– COPPERTONE for “suntan lotion”

• Descriptive
– CREAMY WHIP for “whipped topping”

• Generic
– MILK for “dairy-based beverage”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Suggestive:COPPERTONE: 0917825Descriptive:CREAMY WHIP: 3162725Descriptive marks are difficult to register and difficult to protect, although not impossible. If a mark is held to be descriptive but applicant is able to provide evidence that the mark has now “acquired distinctiveness” under Section 2(f) of the Trademark Act, then the mark will register. But this is never guaranteed. Therefore, it is always advisable to get to at least the “suggestive” threshold, and even better, to “fanciful” or “arbitrary.”Note: Although the public often misuses certain marks in a generic manner, that does not make these marks “generic” in the legal sense.For example, XEROX, KLEENEX, and GOOGLE are all still registered marks.



Federal registration process
Discussion topic



Pathway to trademark registration
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Filing for federal registration

• Common bases for refusal
– Likelihood of confusion
– Merely descriptive
– Geographically descriptive of the origin of the 

goods/services
– Specimen does not support use for listed items
– Trademark used in ornamental manner
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Other reasons:Primarily merely a surnameTitle of a single creative workCharacter nameSpecimenNote that the display of the mark with the mark section of the application and the appearance on the specimen must be identical. For example, corners cannot be cut by attempting to “shoehorn” two marks within an application, where, for example, the specimen shows one mark on the front of a hangtag and the other on the back, rather than as one overall composite mark.OrnamentalOrnamental use refers to, e.g., a slogan on the front of a t-shirt, hat, cup, or tote. “HAVE A NICE DAY” on the front of a t-shirt would not be a source identifier, which is the requirement for anything to function as a trademark.



Application workflow and timeline

https://www.uspto.gov/TrademarkTimelines31

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Trademark Timelines page has a timeline for each filing basis scenario.



Registration responsibilities

• Must enforce your own trademark rights.
– May use your registration certificate to support a 

“cease-and-desist” letter.
– May use your registration to sue an infringing 

user.
• Must file required post-registration 

documents with the USPTO.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The USPTO has no enforcement powers. It is the right and responsibility of the owner of any registration to enforce rights.If registrant becomes aware of any infringement, then the registrant must take the action to try to stop it. The USPTO has no role in that process. The only involvement would be if the party tried to register a similar mark for related goods and or services---then the USPTO would refuse registration under Section 2(d) of the Trademark Act (“likelihood of confusion”).



Questions?
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